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Foreword 

FOREWORD 

Immediately after the introduction of stock index futures and index options in 
1982, practitioners implemented strategies for using them. Although many of 
these strategies, especially program trading, are controversial, derivative in- 
struments are here to stay, and the more we can learn about them the better. 

Senchack and Martin help us considerably in this effort. In their study 
they hypothesize that systematic risk as a percentage of total risk increases 
after stock index futures and index options begin trading. Specifically, they 
investigate the following interrelated questions: (1) Does the systematic risk 
of the Major Market Index (MMI), the S&P 500 Composite Index (S&P 500)' 
and of stocks in general, as a percentage of total risk, increase during the 
1980.87 period? (2) If it does, what happens to the covariability among and 
between the indexes and the individual stocks' returns? The authors' findings 
have many implications for practitioners. 

What the Authors Find 
This is how they approached the problem. By definition, total risk is composed 
of systematic and unsystematic components. For convenience, systematic risk 
as a percentage of total risk will often be called percentage systematic risk. 
Senchack and Martin study the percentage of total risk that is systematic 
before and after the introduction of index futures and options trading. Two 
indexes, the MMI and the S&P 500, and five sample portfolios are used for the 
analysis. The sample portfolios are constructed as follows: all 20 stocks in the 
MMI; two 20-stock random samples from the S&P 500; and two 2@stock 
random samples in neither the MMI nor S&P 500 yet comparable in size to 
the S&P 500, These seven asset bundles are compared within and among each 
other as well as with two benchmark portfolios, the equally weighted and 
value-weighted indexes developed by the Center for Research in Security 
Prices (CRSP) . 

In addition to the entire 198M7 period, three subperiods are studied: one 
before and one after index futures and index options were introduced, and a 
transition period. The data are also analyzed year-over-year. 

The market model is used to estimate the systematic and nonsystematic 
risk components. Depending on the context, systematic risk is measured by 
beta or R'. The former is an estimate of an asset's volatility. In this study the 
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latter explains the percentage variation in returns accounted for by the variation 
in returns of a benchmark portfolio. 

With that as the analytical model, several conclusions surface. The main 
one is that after the introduction of index futures and options, large-capitaliza- 
tion stocks experience a statistically significant increase in systematic risk as 
a percentage of total risk, but small-capitalization stocks do not. Moreover, the 
S&P 500's percentage systematic risk increases more than that of the MMI, 
and S&P 500 returns are more highly correlated with both market proxies than 
those of the MMI. 

The authors also find that, on average, there is a significant increase in 
covariability among larger index and non-index stocks' returns in the post- 
futures period compared to their historical (pre-futures) relationship. The 
increase in correlations was not evident in smaller index or non-index stocks. 

An even more dramatic increase in correlations is found when the 1987 
period is studied in terms of high- and low-intensity program trading days. 
With the exception of small non-index stocks, the average correlation of all 
stocks within each of their samples tends to be less on low-intensity days than 
on high-intensity ones. These results are consistent with the idea that index 
futures and options increase the comovement among index stocks. Moreover, 
a positive relation exists between firm size and the relative difference between 
correlations on high- and low-intensity days. Yet, size alone may account for 
the high covariability among the large non-index stocks, because their size 
makes them candidates for core portfolios that are subject to program trading. 

A significant increase in the correlations of average returns occurs among 
largecapitalization index and non-index stocks in the post-trading period. An 
increase in correlations is not evident in small-capitalization index or non-index 
stocks, however. The yearly pattern in the average correlations of stocks tends 
to mimic the overall trend in index trading; for example, they escalate rapidly 
from 1985 through 1987. The large-capitalization non-index stocks are an 
exception. 

Implications for Investment Analysis 
There are many implications of this study for practitioners. Take, for example, 
security analysis. The paradigm works best when it is applied to firms that are 
subject to large event risks, which alter returns beyond normal expectations. 
Returns from holding shares of such firms are more sensitive to firm-specific 
news than to macroeconomic events, they are inherently difficult to analyze, 
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and they require close monitoring. Accordingly, they provide analysts with 
opportunities to make a valuable contribution by applying their special exper- 
tise and knowledge. Conversely, stocks with a large systematic risk com- 
ponent, such as those typically used in program trades, are sensitive to macro- 
economic events, contain few firm-specific surprises, and provide commen- 
surate payoffs. In an environment of increasing percentage systematic risk, 
the set of firms to which security analysis applies is in greater flux than one in 
which percentage systematic risk may be assumed to be stable. Under 
scrutiny, some firms may be eliminated from the set, and others added. 

Senchack and Martin's study has something to say about beta risk, whose 
estimates are fraught with many perils. One is the estimation process, which 
is very sensitive to the time interval selected. Given the presence of the 
hypothesized impact of index futures and options trading, the proper period 
over which to estimate betas and the time interval for observing data must be 
selected more judiciously. 

Similarly, various adjustment techniques used to reduce measurement 
errors, biases, or inefficiencies in beta predictions may also be affected. For 
example, betas are often adjusted for their tendency to drift toward 1.0. A 
typical adjustment combines a stock's estimated beta with the average histori- 
cal beta for its industry. This d3icult task is exacerbated when percentage 
systematic risk tends to increase. 

Regardless of which portfolio model is used to obtain the final results, 
almost all assume that the underlying correlations among stocks are stable. 
Under ordinary circumstances, this assumption makes most of us uncornfort- 
able. In a world in which the correlations change, as Senchack and Martin's 
study suggests, the data are even more suspect, and the process more disquiet- 
ing. 

Portfolio optimization minimizes risk, given expected returns, and maxi- 
mizes expected returns, given risk. Combining assets whose expected returns 
are not highly correlated is the essence of the process. 1f the average correla- 
tions among stocks typically found in an index-already high-increase, their 
potential diversification benefits are further diminished. This result has at least 
two implications. First, the traditional tactic of diversifying across industries 
to reduce total risk may need to be reconsidered for stocks contained in a major 
index or those that mimic one. Second, the universe of stocks considered by 
institutional investors may need to be widened; the traditional set may no 
longer be sufficient to eliminate nonsystematic risk. 

xiii 
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And then there is sector rotation, the success of which depends on iden- 
tifying homogeneous clusters of stocks across and within sectors or industries. 
Clustered stocks are expected to be positively and highly correlated within the 
group and less highly correlated with other groups. This analysis usually 
begins with historical relations. If average correlations and percentage sys- 
tematic risk increase, as the study suggests, stock returns and risk tend to 
homogenize, and the desired clustering may be obfuscated in the following 
manner: (1) index futures and options spawn basket trading; (2) systematic 
risk as a percentage of total risk increases; (3) the tendency of heretofore 
identiiiable groups to move out of phase with one another is disrupted; and (4) 
new clusters must be generated independent of the old set. 

In Conclusion 
To be cautious is often to be wise. This study suggests some ways in which to 
be sagacious. It offers the sorts of insights forward-looking practitioners 
require when they question their assumptions. When such microstructure 
market changes as the use of derivative instruments occur, a much closer 
scrutiny of those assumptions is needed. The long-run survival of the practic- 
ing analyst is at 'stake. Failure to accommodate to the new modalities, regard- 
less of whether one "likes" them, is the sole ingredient of failure. Senchack 
and Martin provide the evidence and the inferences for such re-examinations 
of basic assumptions. 

Charles A. D'Arnbrosio, CFA 
The Research Foundation of the 

Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts 
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Introduction 

Recent, profound technological changes aflecting financial markets have 
spawned an explosion in financial innovations. Stock index futures and index 
options, which were introduced in 1982, are cases in point. The value of the 
daily trading volume of stock index futures has grown to more than the average 
daily dollar volume of trading on the New York Stock Exchange WSE).  In 
addition, index options are the fastest-growing segment of the options market. 
By October 1987, index futures volume exceeded twice the NYSE volume, and 
index options accounted for more than 40 percent of the total options volume. 

A significant part of this growing volume involves disciplined and heavily 
quantitative techniques used to execute synchronous trading. Such activity is 
variously referred to as "basket," "computer-assisted," "portfolio," or "pro- 
gram" trading. 

The NYSE defines a "program trade" as any activity simultaneously involv- 
ing 15 or more securities. The term originally referred to any institutional 
trading that involved stocks as a group rather than individually; for example, 
investing large pension contributions or other cash flows, rebalancing a 
portfolio by revising its asset allocation, or selling a list of unattractive 
securities. With the introduction of stock index futures trading, "program 
trading" now generally refers to portfolios traded as a basket, with the in- 
dividual issues being stocks in a market index, More specifically, the term has 
become associated with computerized trading strategies such as stock index 
arbitrage and portfolio insurance. These strategies usually involve simul- 
taneous trading in cash securities and index futures or options. 
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These innovations have attracted considerable research.' Studies of stock 
index futures have addressed at least three major issues: their hedging 
potential and the price relation between the cash and futures markets; whether 
information and market sentiment are transmitted from the futures market to 
the equity markets; and the market volatility on simultaneous expiration dates 
of index futures and options contracts, the so-called "triple witching hour." 

With regard to the latter, the 1987 stock market crash created controversy 
over the effect of program trading on equity markets. Critics allege that 
program trading has increased market volatility by causing sharp, intraday 
price changes that have little to do with economic or financial fundamentals, 
thereby eroding confidence in the financial markets. Proponents, on the other 
hand, contend that any perceived volatility is only temporary and merely 
reflects an improved and more rapid dissemination of information and trade 
execution through computer technology. They argue that this technology also 
facilitates more efficient trading techniques and strategies. One computer 
trading technique, for example, is used to execute orders rapidly through the 
NYSE SuperDOT system. Such trading strategies as tactical asset allocation 
and index arbitrage have also been made possible by computers, which 
generate execution signals by quickly solving the complex mathematical 
models that underlie these strategies. Moreover, proponents argue, index 
futures and options provide additional liquidity and offer a faster, lower-cost 
alternative for hedging equity market risk. 

Another, more subtle issue has received only scant attention. The issue 
warrants closer study because of its major implications for both financial 
analysts and money managers. Specifically, the issue is whether the introduc- 
tion of index futures and options has produced a fundamental change in the 
systematic risk of the indexes themselves. What about the systematic risk of 
those stocks contained in the underlying cash-market indexes, especially 
those index stocks that are common to all of the major indexes and that form 
the core of any program or portfolio trade? Because the various program 
trading strategies usually involve buying or selling a basket of stocks within a 
few minutes-often at the end of a trading day-is it possible that such stocks' 
price changes have become more related to each other than to non-index 
stocks' price changes? This study seeks to answer such questions. 

 h he References at the end of this study provide a summary of related research. 
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We hypothesize that the following interrelated events occurred in the 
post-futures trading period: 

The systematic risk component of the variance (total risk) in returns for 
the Major Market Index (MMI) and the S&P500 Composite Index (S&P 
500) increased. 
The systematic risk component of total risk in returns of index stocks 
increased. 
The covariability among the index stocks' returns increased. 
The systematic risk component and covariability of non-index stocks' 
returns did not increase. 

To understand why these events may have occurred, consider an extreme 
exarnple-the "cascade theory9'-which states that "mechanical, price-insen- 
sitive selling" by institutions using portfolio insurance strategies contributes 
significantly to any drop in stock prices (Report of the Presidential Task Force 
on Market Mechanisms, p. v). According to this theory, in an effort to hedge 
their market risk exposure institutions quickly sell index futures rather than 
liquidate stock positions. The selling pressure tends to decrease futures 
contract prices relative to the equivalent cash-market index. The decline 
induces index arbitragers to purchase futures contracts, undervalued in their 
view, and sell (short) the underlying stocks. This arbitrage activity thus 
transmits the initial bearish impact of portfolio insurance selling to the stock 
market. This selling pressure in the cash market causes cash prices to decline, 
which triggers further selling by portfolio insurers of futures contracts that is 
again transmitted to the cash market by arbitrageurs, and so on. 

Description of the Study 
We began by investigating the daily systematic risk behavior of the MMI and 
S&P 500 for the 1980-87 period. Specitically, systematic risk as a percentage 
of total risk was analyzed before and after the introduction of index futures and 
options trading. This focus allowed us to determine whether there had been 
a structural shift in the relation of the indexes. 

Next, we studied the systematic risk of five individual stock samples. One 
sample consisted of all 20 stocks in the MMI, two samples were subgroups of 
S&P 500 stocks, and the other two were composed of stocks not in the indexes 
but comparable in size to the S&P 500 samples. These non-index stocks were 
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used as control groups because they were not likely to be subject to program 
trading influences. 

We selected the MMI to test the hypotheses because little research has 
focused on the various MMI contracts, and more importantly, because MMI 
stocks are major components of all index futures or option contracts and all 
have traded equity options. The MMI also contains stocks that represent the 
largest U.S. corporations and are widely held by institutional investors. Thus, 
they form an integral part of any arbitraged or insured portfolio. Fundamental 
changes in the stocks' price behavior are relatively more important to investors 
than changes in smaller  stock^.^ The MMI also seems to be a more easily 
arbitraged or insured portfolio because fewer stocks are involved. The fact 
that MMI is a priceweighted rather than a value-weighted index, however, 
complicates the appropriate hedge ratio in any arbitrage or hedging activity. 

The S&P 500 and two 2Cstock subgroups were selected because S&P 500 
futures are the most actively traded contract. As noted, two control samples 
were constructed from comparable stocks not in the S&P 500, because they 
are not likely to be influenced by portfolio trading. 

Because one of the study's purposes was to document whether synch- 
ronous trading of index stocks affected their covariation, the statistical inter- 
relation of the indexes and the five stock samples' returns were then examined 
over different time segments. First, we studied three subperiods representing 
pre-futures, transition, and post-futures trading periods. Second, the data were 
analyzed by calendar years. Third, because program trading reached its 
zenith in 1987, most of that year was analyzed. The year of the crash was 
examined by partitioning the trading days into those with high-intensity versus 
those with low-intensity program trading activities. 

'on December 31, 1987, for instance, the total market values of the following indexes (in 
billions of dollars) were: 

MMI $ 456 NYSEComposite $2,171 
S&P 500 $1,736 Wilshire 5000 $2,315. 

The 20 MMI stocks were, respectively, 26 and 20 percent of the S&P 500's and Wilshire 5000 
Equity Index's market values. 
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1. Analytical Framework 
of the Study 

The Data and Sample Design 
Four market indexes and five samples of stocks were used in the analysis. The 
four indexes are (1) the CRSP equally weighted (EWCRSP), (2) the CRSP 
value-weighted (VWCRSP), (3) the Standard & Poor's 500 composite (S&P 
500), and (4) the Major Market Index (MMI). The two CRSP indexes were 
used as proxies for the market. The MMI and S&P were analyzed for changes 
in systematic risk. 

The data for the first three indexes were obtained from the 1987 CRSP 
Daily Return File. The MMI's daily returns were calculated from the closing 
prices provided by the Chicago Board of Trade. The daily returns (with 
dividends) for the individual index and non-index stocks were obtained from 
the CRSP Daily Return File. 

The CRSP equally weighted market index was selected because it is less 
susceptible to the influence of program trading than a value-weighted index. 
That is, it is less sensitive to the price behavior of larger firms that dominate 
the composition of index futures. Both CRSP indexes were used because the 
MMI is a price-weighted index, and it is not clear which market proxy is more 
representative of the weighting scheme inherent in the MMI. A price- 
weighted index is disproportionately influenced by higher-priced stocks. The 
MMI may behave more like a value-weighted index because large MMI firms 
also tend to be higher-priced stocks. 

The five stock samples included one sample containing each stock in the 
MMI, and four non-MMI stock samples, each containing 20 issues. The four 
non-MMI stock samples consisted of two 20-stock samples from the S&P 500 
and two 20-stock samples not in the S&P 500. The two sets are called index 
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and non-index stocks, respectively. A total of 100 individual stocks were 
included in the samples. The following summarizes the sampling process. 

Our first sample of index stocks, the 20 component stocks of the MMI, are 
larger stocks listed on the NYSE. All are contained in the S&P 500 Index, and 
17 are in the Dow Jones Industrial Average. 

Of the four non-MMI samples, two consist of stocks contained in the S&P 
500 Index, and two consist of non-S&P 500 stocks. The first sample includes 
20 larger S&P 500 stocks as of December 31,1984,' and the second sample 
includes 20 smaller S&P 500 Index stocks. These stocks were randomly 
selected from the lowest quartile of market value.2 The third and fourth 
samples consist of 20 stocks not in either index. Each of the latter samples 
was randomly selected from stocks listed on either the NYSE or the American 
Stock Exchange (ASE). One sample was comparable in size to the larger 
stocks contained in the S&P 500 sample of stocks; the other sample was 
comparable to the smaller sample drawn from the S&P 500.~ 

The subperiod analysis allows us to determine the systematic risk changes 
at various significant dates. The returns of the market indexes and the five 
samples are then divided into three subperiods. The subperiods, determined 
by the initial trading date of both index futures and of the MMI futures contract, 
are as follows: (1) January 2, 1980, to January 31,1982 (pre-futures period); 
(2) February 1,1982, to July 23,1984 (transition period); and (3) July 24,1984, 
to October 9,1987 (post-futures period). This subdivision was used because 
there was a persistent element of mispricing between the futures and cash 
markets through 1984. The declines in S&P 500 futures mispricing from May 

'with one exception, Wal-Mart, these sample firms were members of the S&P 500 Index for 
the entire period (1980-87). Wal-Mart became a member of the S&P 500 in June 1982. 

'~11 but four of these sample h s  were members of the S&P 500 for the entire 1980-87 
period. Brown Forman Distillers joined the index in June 1982, and three firms (Coastal Corp., 
E.G.&G., and Great Northern Nekoosa) were added in December 1983. 

30ne potential problem with our selection criteria is the manner in which S&P 500 stocks 
are selected. Because the S&P index contains 400 industrials and only 20 transportation, 40 
utility, and 40 financial stocks, large-capitalization non-index stocks may tend to be either utility 
or financial stocks. For instance, our large-capitalization non-index sample contains 11 utility 
and 4 financial stocks. Similarly, the smallcapitalition nonyhdex stock sample contains nine 
utilities and one financial institution. Whereas this should increase the correlation among. the 
non-index stocks, it is not clear apriori the extent to which bias is introduced into the analysis 
of program trading. 

6 
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1982 through September 1987, as measured by the range and average monthly 
difference between the largest premium and largest discount, are shown in 
the footnote below.4 

The statistics on discounts on index futures and open interest on futures 
and options suggest that program trading was not a significant factor until 
1984, even though trading in index futures began in February 1982, with the 
Value Line Composite Index, and most index options began in early 1983. That 
is to say, growth in index futures and options volume, especially open interest, 
did not occur until after mid-1984, when institutional investors apparently 
became a major factor in these markets. Nevertheless, because index trading 
may have influenced the behavior of index stocks in the transition period 
before MMI futures trading began in July 1984, this period was treated 
separately. 

The subperiod surrounding and subsequent to the October 19,1987, mar- 
ket crash was excluded from the above analysis for two reasons: (1) 
covariability measures are very sensitive to extreme values, such as those on 
the day of the crash and surrounding trading days, and (2) all program trading 
through the end of 1987 was essentially suspended following the crash. 
Nonetheless, because 1987 was such an unusual year for financial markets, we 
analyzed it separately and in more detail. We did this by dichotomizing the 
period into days of high and low program trading intensity. 

Largest Premium Largest Discount Average Monthly 
Year to Fair Value to Fair Value Range Difference 

1982 (June) 2.59% -4.14% 6.73% 2.85% 
1983 1.39 -1.52 2.91 1.33 
1984 2.42 -0.55 2.97 1.46 
1985 1.70 -0.75 2.45 1.19 
1986 1.01 -1.17 2.18 1.19 
1987 (September) 0.74 -0.88 1.62 1.07 

Sozcrce: Zurack, M A  and W.W. Toy. 1987. "Stock IndexTrading: AFive-Year Review through 
September 1987." Goldrnan, Sachs & Co. (October). 

7 
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Measuring Percentage Systematic Risk 
The concepts of systematic and nonsystematic risks denote that the return on 
an asset depends on a factor(s) that is systematically related to the market in 
which the asset is traded and to a factor(s) that is unique to that asset. One 
way to analyze the relation is to use the market model, which is: 

where 
ai and bi are the ith market index's or stock's intercept and systematic risk 

parameters, 
RiVt is the daily return on the ith market index or stock for day t; 
RM,~ is the daily return on the equally weighted or value-weighted CRSP 

index (with dividends) for day t; and 
ei,t is the residual error term for day t. 
The CRSP indexes are the market proxies in our analysis. The market- 

related risk component is indexed by the bi (beta) term. The non-market- 
related risk component depends on the last term, ei,t. This residual contains 
all of the factors not contained in beta. 

Total risk is defined in the traditional way as the variance of the index or 
stock returns, 02(~i ) :  

where 0 2 ( ~ ~ )  and 02(ej) are the variances of the market index returns and 
stock's nonsystematic returns, respectively. The first and second terms on the 
right side of the equation are, respectively, the systematic and nonsystematic 
risk components. This equation may be rewritten in terms of percentages by 
dividing both sides by a 2 ( ~ i ) ,  or 

where the first term on the right-hand side is now the percentage of total risk 
resulting from systematic risk. This term is equal to the coefficient of deter- 
mination from the market model, and it measures the percentage of total 
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variation in an asset's return explained by the variation in market returns. The 
second term in the equation is the proportion of total risk due to the nonsys- 
tematic variation in the MMI, the S&P 500, or the individual stocks' returns; 
it measures the percentage of total variation in return not explained by the 
variation in returns on the market. This relation suggests that one measure 
of the impact of program trading on stock behavior is a painvise comparison 
of 4 over the various subperiods. 

To test the statistical signscance of any changes in pre- and post-futures 
systematic risk, the square root of each index's and stock's subperiod 12 is 
taken. This procedure converts each into a simple correlation coefficient. A 
test of the equality of correlations is then conducted for the pre- and post- 
futures periods.5 

The next set of tests involves the return correlations among the individual 
index and non-index stocks. Each stock sample's correlation matrix is es- 
timated for every subperiod. For reporting purposes, average correlations 
across each sample are estimated for the three subperiods and for each 
calendar year. One way to measure the impact of program trading on stock 
behavior is to compare $s from one period to the next. 

Measurement of the Covariability of Individual Stocks 
To test the equality of correlation matrices themselves, both painvise and 
multiple-period comparisons are conducted across each subperiod and calen- 
dar year for each stock sample. The null hypothesis of equal correlation 
matrices is tested by using the Box-M stati~tic,~ 

5~ecause the distribution of a sample correlation tends to normality so slowly, our test of 
equality of correlation coefficients first involves transforming the sample correlation, pit, by 
zij= 1/2 log [(I + pij)/(l - pv)], which is more closely normally distributed with a variance 
approximately equal to 1/(n-3), where j refers to the prefutures, transition, and post-futures 
subperiods, and where n equals the number of observations (trading days) in time period t. 

'see Morrison (1976) and Box (1949). For a recent example of its application, see Cho and 
Taylor (1987). 

9 
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where 

and 

has a x2distribution with dfi = P(P + 

- 

degrees of freedom. Here S; 
2 

is the zh period correlation matrix, p is the number of variables in the matrix, 
q is the number of correlation matrices being compared, and N is equal to 
4 

En: where nj is the number of observations for the ith sample period. 
f l  

The chi-squared approximation appears to be good ifp and q do not exceed 
four or five, and each ni is 20 or more. For greater p and q and small ni, an 
F-approximation is more accurate and should be used. To obtain the F-ap 
proximation further calculations are necessary. Define P as 

I f  p - a2 is positive, then 

dfi + 2 dfi = - 
p - a2 

and 
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has an F distribution with dfi and dfi degrees of freedom. If P - a2 is negative, 
then use the following: 

d h + 2  dfi = - 
a " ~ '  

and 

has an F distribution with dfi and dfi degrees of freedom. 
The testing is performed first on all correlation matrices together, and then 

on each pair. For the paired comparisons, the above equations are the same, 
but q is set equal to 2. In addition to testing the equality of the pre- and 
post-futures matrices, a test of equality is done for each of the calendar years 
1980-87. This procedure provides insights into whether any altered systematic 
price behavior is symptomatic of the entire post-futures period or is a more 
recent phenomenon associated with increased program trading activity. 
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Changes in Percentage Systematic Risk 

2. Changes in Percentage 
Systematic Risk 

This chapter presents evidence of the changes in the percentage systematic 
risk. The comparisons are presented for the MMI and S&P 500 indexes and 
then for the individual index and non-index stocks. 

The MMI and S&P 500 Indexes 
Table 1 compares the level and percentages of systematic risk for the MMI 
and S&P 500 indexes for the pre-futures, transition, and post-futures trading 
periods. Panel A shows that the MMI's beta is less than one in the pre-futures 
period, but it shifts upward dramatically in the post-futures period.' More 
important to this study, however, the MMI's percentage systematic risk and 
correlation with the market proxies also increased dramatically in the transi- 
tion and post-futures periods, although the latter measures were somewhat 
lower than the former. 

'TO test for the signficance of the changes in the level of systematic risk, a linear switching 
regression model was constructed that allows us to determine whether the model parameters 
sh ied  following futures trading in the MMI; that is, 

where D is a dummy variable that assumes the value of zero for each day during the pre-futures 
trading period and avalue of one for the transition or post-futures period. In this model, a; and 
b; reflect the changes, respectively, in the intercept and slope (level of systematic risk) 
parameters after January 1982. Thus, if b; is found to differ significantly from zero, we may reject 
the hypothesis that no change in this parameter occurred subsequent to futures trading on the 
MMI. The four changes in the beta coefficients for the MMI and S&P 500 versus the EWCRSP 
and VWCRSP indexes in the transition and post-futures trading periods in Table 1 were found 
to be statistically diierent from zero at the 1 percent level of significance. 

13 
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The results reported in Panel B of Table 1 indicate that the S&P 500's beta 
also increased, but its returns were more highly correlated with both market 
proxies than were those of the MMI. Its overall relation to the market proxies 
remained essentially unaltered when compared to the VWCRSP and was 
somewhat higher when compared to the EWCRSP. This finding suggests that 
any changes in the level and percentage of systematic risk may be limited to 

TABLE 1 

Comparison of the MMI and S&P 500 Indexes' 
Market Model Parameters* 

Level of Percentage 
Systematic Systematic Correlation 

Time Period Rkk (Beta) Risk (8) Coeficient 

A. MMI vs. 

EWCRSP: Pre-Futures 0.837a 0.479 0.692 
Transition 1.126~ 0.617 0.785~ 
Post-Futures 1.124a 0.588 0.767~ 

VWCRSP: Pre-Futures 0.955" 0.760 0.872 
Transition l.Wa 0.886 0.941b 
Post-Futures 1.12Ta 0.880 0.938~ 

B. S&P 500 vs. 

EWCRSP: Pre-Futures 0.934a 0.715 0.846 
Transition 1.157a 0.767 0.876~ 
Post-Futures 1.155a 0.742 0.862~ 

VWCRSP: Pre-Futures 0.992a 0.986 0.993 
Transition 1.06ga 0.989 0.994 
Post-Futures 1.091a 0.987 0.994 

Using equally weighted (EWCRSP) and valueweighted CRSP (VWCRSP) indexes as market proxies. 
a Statistically significant beyond the 1 percent level. 

A pairwise comparison between the pre-futures versus the transition and the post-futures correlations 
indicates that both two-period correlation comparisons are statistically different from each other 
beyond the 1 percent level of significance. 

Pre-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31.1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 
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the larger companies contained in such market indexes as the MMI. It also 
indicates that the MMI's behavior is more akin to a market index that is 
vzlue-weighted than to one that is equally weighted. 

The Individual Index and Non-index Stocks 
Tables 2 through 6 present information on the percentage systematic risk for 
the five samples of stocks. Because the results are very similar when either 

TABLE 2 

Percentage Systematic Risk of the 
Individual MMI Stocks* 

Time Period a 

Pre-Futures Transition Post-Futures 
Company 3 72 3 
Arneri an Express 
AT&-& 
Chevron 
Coca-Cola 
Dow Chemical 
DuPont 
Eastrnan Kodak 
Exxon 
General Electric 
General Motors 
IBM 
International Paper 
Johnson &Johnson 
Merck & Co. 
Minn. Mining & Mfg. 
Mobil 
Philip Morris 
Proctor & Gamble 
Sears 
USX 

* Using the value-weighted CRSP index as a market proxy. 
a All F-statistics for the individual regressions were significant beyond the 1 percent level. 

AT&T, which resulted from a court-ordered breakup of the Bell System, received about 23 percent of 
the former company's assets. Therefore, post-divestiture data after 1983 are not comparable to the 
predivestiture data. 

he-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1, 1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 
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the equally weighted or valueweighted indexes are used as market proxies, 
only those explained by the VWCRSP index are reported. 

Table 2 reports the results of the MMI stocks and shows that the sys- 
tematic risk of most of them increased in the transition and post-futures 
periods when compared to the prefutures period. The systematic risks of 16 
of the 20 MMI stocks increased from the pre-futures to transition period, 
whereas 13 increased from the pre- to post-futures period. The systematic risk 
of only nine stocks was higher in the post-futures period when compared to 
the transition period. 

Company 

TABLE 3 

Percentage Systematic Risk of the Largest 
Non-MMI Stocks in the S&P 500" 

Abbott Labs 
American Home Products 
Amoco 
Atlantic-Richfield 
Boeing 
Bristol-Myers 
Digital Equipment 
Dun & Bradstreet 
Ford Motor 
GTE 
Hewlett-Packard 
Lilly (Eli) 
McDonald's 
PepsiCo 
FYizer 
RJR-Nabisco 
Royal Dutch Petroleum 
Texaco 
Wal-Mart 
Westinghouse 

Time Pmod a 

Pre-Futures Transition Post-Futures 
? 2 r2 

Using the value-weighted CRSP index as a market proxy. 
a All Fstatistics for the individual regressions were signiticant beyond the 1 percent level. 
Pre-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 
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Tables 3 and 4 report on the other two index-related samples. Twelve 
stocks in each sample had higher systematic risk in the transition versus 
pre-futures periods, and about half in the post- versus pre-futures periods. 
Only eight of the smaller index stocks had higher systematic risk in the 
post-futures period when compared to the transition period. 

Tables 5 and 6 show that larger non-index stocks increased more than any 
stock sample in relation to the market. The smaller non-index stocks more 
closely mimicked the smaller S&P 500 stocks. 

TABLE 4 

Percentage Systematic Risk of Smaller Index Stocks 
in the S&P 500* 

Ahmanson, H.F. 
Amax Inc. 
Armstrong World Indus. 
Bethlehem Steel 
Black & Decker 
Brown-Forman Distillers 
Coastal Corn. 
~ombustiod Engineering 
Consolidated Freightways 
Data General 
E.G. & G. Inc. 
Firestone Tire & Rubber 
Great Northern Nekoosa 
Great Western Financial 
Harris Corp. 
INTERCO, Inc. 
Louisiana Land & Expl. 
Owens-Corning-Fiberglas 
Polaroid 
w1lliams Cos. 

Time Penod a 

Pre-F tures 3 Tra ition 7 Post-Futures 
2 

Using the value-weighted CRSP index as a market proxy. 
a All F-statistics for the individual regressions were significant beyond the 1 percent level. 
Pre-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 
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TABLE 5 

Company 

Percentage Systematic Risk of the 
w e s t  Non-index Stocks* 

Affiliated Publications 
Allegheny Power System 
Ashland Oil 
Carolina P&L 
Centel Corp. 
Contel Corp. 
F i s t  Fidelity Bancorp 
FNMA 
General Public Utilities 
Loews Corp. 
Marion Labs 
Northeast Utilities 
Pacific Corp. 
Pennsylvania Power 
Pinnacle West Capital 
Potomac Electric Power 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Security Pacific 
Union Electric 
Washington Post 

Time Period a 

Pre-Futures Transition Post-Futures 
12 t2 ?z 

* Using the valueweighted CRSP index as a market proxy. 
a All F-statistics for the individual regressions were signiicant beyond the 1 percent level. 
Pre-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31.1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 

Table 7 summarizes the data contained in Tables 2 through 6. It presents 
the average percentage systematic risk for the five samples over the three 
subperiods. The two samples of larger index stocks and the larger non-index 
stock samples showed a higher degree of systematic risk following the intro- 
duction of index futures and options. The larger index stocks had a higher 
percentage systematic risk than the other stocks. Regardless of which market 
proxy was used, the MMI's systematic risk tended to fall in the post-futures 
period, but it dropped to a level above that of the pre-futures period. The 
systematic risk of both the large non-MMI stocks and larger non-index stocks 
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TABLE 6 

Company 

Alco Standard 
Arnes Dept. Stores 
Analog Devices 
Arkla Inc. 
Boston Edison 
Central Illinois P.S. 
Delmar P&L 
Harsco Corp. 
Idaho Power 
IPALCO Enterprises 
Irving Bank 
Kansas City P&L 
Kansas P&L 
Murphy Oil 
Olin Corp. 
Premier Industrial 
Rochester Gas & Electric 
Rorer Group 
Staley Continental 
Telex Corp. 

Percentage Systematic Risk 
of Smaller Non-index Stocks* 

Time Period a 

Pre-Futures Transition Post-Futures 
? 2 2 

Using the value-weighted CRSP index as a market proxy. 
a All F-statistics for the individual regressions were signidcant beyond the 1 percent level. 
he-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 

steadily increased over time, however. The largest percentage increase oc- 
curred in the non-index stocks. In contrast, the correlations among the smaller 
index and non-index stock returns tended to increase in the transition period. 
Then they fell in the post-futures period to a level lower than that of the 
pre-futures period. This finding is consistent with the notion that the effect of 
program trading on systematic risk is restricted to larger stocks. 
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TABLE 7 

Average Percentage Systematic Risk 
for the Five Individual Stock Samples 

Time Period 
Market Pre-Futures Transition Post-Futures 

Stock Sample Index* 2 2 ? 

MMI stocks 

Largest non-MMI EW 0.215 0.231 0.245 
S&P Index stocks VW 0.294 0.309 0.332 

Smaller S&P stocks EW 0.175 0.189 0.161 
VW 0.187 0.201 0.179 

Largest non-index stocks EW 0.103 0.114 0.156 
VW 0.088 0.111 0.159 

Smallest non-index stocks EW 0.120 0.117 0.112 
VW 0.105 0.112 0.104 

EW and VW refer to the equally weighted and value-weighted CRSP index, respectively. 
Pre-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 
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3. Changes in the Covariability of 
Individual Stocks 

We next analyzed changes in the covariability of individual stocks. We looked 
at average correlation coefficients by subperiod for each stock's returns with 
the other stocks' returns within and across the respective samples. This 
analysis was intended to determine whether-and the extent to which-the 
individual stocks were more or less highly related to each other as a result of 
the introduction of futures or options trading. In general, the behavior of 
individual correlations within a sample, as well as across samples, differed 
significantly from period to period.1 

Subperiod Comparisons 
Tables 8 through 12 indicate that the average correlations of most index-re- 
lated stocks were higher in the transition and post-futures periods than in the 
pre-futures period. The MMI stocks and smaller index stocks experienced 
the largest and smallest number of increases, respectively. For the transition 
period, however, the average correlations for most MMI and smaller index 
stocks declined. The non-index stocks exhibited almost the opposite pattern: 
Most average correlations dropped in the transition period but increased in 
the post-futures period. Moreover, the correlations of all of the larger non- 

h e  Box-M statistics for a simultaneous comparison of each sample's correlation matrices 
reject the hypothesis of identical correlation matricesacross all three subperiods at the 1 percent 
level of signi£icance. For each subperiod and each stock sample, a 20 by 20 diagonal correlation 
matrix is estimated, where the diagonal elements are equal to one and the off-diagonal elements 
are the individual correlation coefficients of each stock with every other stock in the sample. 
The Box-M (and Box-F) test of equality then compares simultaneously the entire correlation 
matrix with all its individual correlations for the pre-futures, transition, and post-futures periods. 
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Company 

American Express 
AT&?" 
Chevron 
Coca-Cola 
Dow Chemical 
DuPont 
Eastman Kodak 
Exxon 
General Electric 
General Motors 
IBM 
International Paper 
Johnson &Johnson 
Merck & Co. 
Minn. Mining & Mfg. 
Mobil 
Philip Morris 
Proctor & Gamble 
Sears 
USX 

TABLE 8 

Average Correlation Coefficients 
of the MMI Stocks 

Time Period 
Pre-Futures Transition Post-Futures 

* AT&T, which resulted from a court-ordered breakup of the Bell System, received about 23 percent of 
the former com~anv's assets. Therefore. aost-divestiture data after 1983 are not c o m m b l e  to the . - 
predivestiture data.- 

Re-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 

index stocks increased, on average, in the post-futures versus the transition 
period. 

Table 13 contains the overall average correlations for the five samples over 
the three subperiods. In every period the level of average correlation 
decreased from the MMI stocks to the smaller non-index stocks. In the 
post-futures period, however, the smaller index stocks and non-index stocks 
had the lowest average correlations. 

The pattern across subperiods differed between the index and non-index 
stocks. The index stocks' average correlations tended to increase in the 
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TABLE 9 

Average Correlation Coefficients 
for the mest  Non-MMI Stocks in the S&P 500 Index 

Company 

Abbott Labs 
American Home Products 
Amoco 
Atlantic-Richfield 
Boeing 
Bristol-Myers 
Digital Equipment 
Dun & Bradstreet 
Ford Motor 
GTE 
Hewlett Packard 
Lilly (Eli) 
McDonald's 
PepsiCo 
F'lizer 
RJR-Nabisco 
Royal Dutch Petroleum 
Texaco 
Wal-Mart 
Westinghouse 

Pre-Futures 

Pre-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 

Time Period 
Transition Post-Futures 

transition period, whereas the non-index stocks' correlations declined. In the 
post-futures period, the MMI and smaller index stocks' average correlations 
dropped off, but to a level above their pre-futures level. In contrast, both 
non-index samples experienced a sharp increase in correlations in the post- 
futures period, with the larger non-index stocks' increase being the most 
dramatic. This additional test of covariation suggests that larger stocks ex- 
perienced a signiticantly higher degree of comovement following the introduc- 
tion of index futures trading. The average covariability of the smaller non- 
index stocks increased only slightly. 
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TABLE 10 

Average Correlation Coefficients 
for Smaller Stocks in the S&P 500 Index 

Ahmanson, H.F. 
Arnax Inc. 
Armswong World Indus. 
Bethlehem Steel 
Black & Decker 
Brown-Foman Distillers 
Coastal Corp. 
Combustion Engineering 
Consolidated Freightways 
Data General 
E. G. & G. 
Firestone Tire & Rubber 
Great Northern Nekoosa 
Great Western Financial 
Hanis Corp. 
INTERCO, Inc. 
Louisiana Land & Expl. 
Owens-Corning-Fiberglas 
Polaroid 
Williams Cos. 

Time P e M  
Pre-Futures Transition 

Pre-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23, 1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 

Year-by-Year Comparisons 
To determine whether this shift to higher covariability of returns was secularly 
associated with the growing importance and influence of index trading, the 
correlations of all five samples were recalculated for each calendar year. Table 
14 contains the overall results. The average correlation coefficients for the 
individual stocks within each sample are given in the Appendix, Tables A-1 
through A-5. 

For all sets, the average correlation coefficients exhibited a similar, un- 
dulating pattern over the 1980-84 period, with each sample's highest average 
occuning in 1982. As in the subperiod analysis, the MMI stocks consistently 
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TABLE 11 

Average Correlation Coefficients 
for the Largest Non-index Stocks 

Company Pre-Futures 

Mliated Publications 
Allegheny Power System 
Ashland Oil 
Carolina P&L 
Centel Corp. 
Contel Corp. 
First Fidelity Bancorp 
FNMA 
General Public Utilities 
h e w s  Corp. 
Marion Labs 
Northeast Utilities 
Pacitic Corp. 
Pennsylvania P&L 
Pinnacle West Capital 
Potomac Electric Power 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Security Paciiic 
Union Electric 
Washington Post 

&Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 

Time Period 
Transition Post-Futures 

had the highest covariation. The average correlations decreased from the 
smaller S&P 500 stocks to the non-index stocks. 

After 1984, however, the behavior of the index stocks and non-index stocks 
diverges. The index stocks' average correlations dropped sharply in 1985 and 
then increased until 1987. The smaller S&P 500 stocks' average correlations 
increased 74 percent, compared to about 46 percent for the larger S&P 500 
stocks. Even at that, the 1987 levels for these two sets remained below the 
peak correlations of 1982. 

By contrast, the average correlations of the larger non-index stocks in- 
creased through 1986 before declining slightly in 1987. The smaller non-index 
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TABLE 12 

Company 

Alco Standard 
Ames Dept. Stores 
Analog Devices 
Arkla Inc. 
Boston Edison 
Central Illinois P.S. 
Delmar P&L 
Harsco Corp. 
Idaho Power 
I P U O  Enterprises 
Irving Bank 
Kansas City P&L 
Kansas P&L 
Murphy Oil 
Olin Corp. 
Premier Industrial 
Rochester Gas & Electric 
Rorer Group 
Staley Continental 
Telex Corp. 

Average Correlation Coefficients 
for Smaller Non-index Stocks 

Time Period 
Pre-Futures Transition 

Pre-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 

Post-Futures 

0.135 
0.117 
0.140 
0.068 
0.164 
0.168 
0.178 
0.109 
0.169 
0.212 
0.093 
0.165 
0.164 
0.094 
0.157 
0.134 
0.152 
0.065 
0.118 
0.119 

sample's percentage increase in average correlation was also comparable to 
that of the index stocks, but its level of correlation was higher than in 1982. 

In general, the intertemporal pattern of average correlations appears to be 
unstable. The degree of instability over time is tested by comparing the 
percentage changes in average correlation coefficients for each possible paired 
(year-by-year) comparison. Tables 15 through 19 contain the percentage 
changes in the average correlations as well as the probability values for the 
Box-F statistics, which are used to test the equality of the correlation matrices. 
To interpret the tables, consider the MMI stocks in Table 15. The upper 
right-hand diagonal elements represent consecutive year-over-year com- 
parisons. For instance, the 1981 average correlation is 4.4 percent lower than 
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TABLE 13 

Average Correlation Coefficients 
for the Five Stock Samples 

Time Period 

Stock Sample Pre-Futures Transition Post-Futures 

MMI stocks 0.331 0.383 
Largest non-MMI stocks 0.292 0.304 

in the S&P 500 
Smaller S&P 500 stocks 0.180 0.197 
Largest non-index stocks 0.156 0.145 
Smaller non-index stocks 0.131 0.125 

Re-Futures: January 2,1980 to January 31,1982. 
Transition: February 1,1982 to July 23,1984. 
Post-Futures: July 24,1984 to October 9,1987. 

the 1980 average correlation, and one could reject the hypothesis that they are 
identical correlation matrices at an 8 percent level of significance. 

A closer analysis of Table 15 indicates that there is very little intertemporal 
stability in the average correlations over the 1980-87 period, as indicated by 
the diagonal elements' reversal of signs. Such sign changes confirm our 
earlier observation that the pattern of average correlations undulates over the 

TABLE 14 

Overall Average Correlation Coefficients 
for the Five Stock Samples 

by Calendar Years 

Stock Sample 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

MMI stocks 0.340 0.330 0.458 0.317 0.360 0.281 0.368 0.411 
Largest non-MMI stocks 0.300 0.266 0.381 0.230 0.310 0.251 0.346 0.364 

in the S&P 500 
Smaller S&P 500 stocks 0.206 0.152 0.244 0.162 0.201 0.131 0.177 0.219 
Largest non-index stocks 0.172 0.135 0.172 0.123 0.151 0.168 0.257 0.247 
Smaller non-index stocks 0.150 0.117 0.143 0.106 0.112 0.114 0.157 0.168 
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TABLE 15 

Transition Matrix of the 
Percentage Changes in Average Correlation Coefficients 
of the MMI Stocks and p-values of the Box-F Statistics 

for Equality Tests of Correlation Matrices 

Note: Each matrix element contains the percentage change in the average correlation and the associated 
p-value in parentheses for the Box-F statistic corresponding to that particular year-by-year comparison. 
Tests that produce significant evidence of differences at the 5 percent level are identified by boldface type. 
Data for 1987 ends on October 9,1987 (prior to the market crash). 

1980-85 period before increasing through 1987. Importantly, only two yearly 
comparisons, 198G81 and 198687, have probability values greater than 5 
percent. That is, only these two-year periods have similar correlation matrices; 
all other paired comparisons indicate that the correlation matrices are statis- 
tically different. Moreover, the correlation matrices for the 1986 and 1987 
periods, when program trading activities were the greatest, are statistically 
different from those of earlier years, but are not statistically different from each 
other. Therefore, except for 1982, these two years' correlations tend to be both 
higher and different from those of prior years. 

For the larger non-MMI stocks (Table 16), an even more interesting 
relation occurs. A similar sign-reversal tendency in average correlations 
occurs over consecutive yearly comparisons. Note, however, that none of the 
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TABLE 16 

Transition Matrix of the Percentage Changes 
in Average Correlation Coefficients 

of the Largest Non-MMI Stocks in the S&P 500 Index 
and p-values of the Box-F Statistics 

for Equality Tests of Correlation Matrices 

Note: Each matrix element contains the percentage change in the average correlation and the associated 
p-value in parentheses for the Box-F statistic corresponding to that particular year-by-year comparison. 
Tests that produce significant evidence of differences at the 5 percent level are identified by boldface type. 
Data for 1987 ends on October 9,1987 (prior to the market crash). 

paired comparisons indicates that the correlation structure is different. In fact, 
except for the 1983-85 comparison, the 1986 and 1987 correlations of these 
stocks are statistically different and higher than those of prior years, but not 
as compared to each other. Whereas 1985 is different from 1980 and 1983, its 
correlations are lower, on average, and occur early in the post-futures period. 

The information in Table 17 indicates that the behavior of smaller non- 
index stocks closely mimicked the behavior of MMI stocks, leading to the 
conclusion that these stocks experienced a stronger interrelation in 198687 
than in prior years. Average correlations for the larger non-MMI stocks, 
however, seem to indicate signijicant diierences in their interrelation over 
time, primarily in 1986 and 1987. Because the Box-F equality test takes more 
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TABLE 17 

Transition Matrix of the Percentage Changes 
in Average Correlation Coefficients 

of the Smaller S&P 500 Index Stocks and p-values 
of the Box-F Statistics for Equality Tests 

of Correlation Matrices 

Note: Each matrix element contains the percentage change in the average correlation and the associated 
pvalue in parentheses for the Box-F statistic corresponding to that particular year-by-year comparison. 
Tests that produce signikant evidence of differences at the 5 percent level are identi6ed by boldface type. 
Data for 1987 ends on October 9,1987 (grior to the market crash). 

information into account (namely, the entire structure of individual correla- 
tions), it utilizes information concerning the individual paired correlations. 
For instance, the 43.2 percent increase in average correlations from 1981 to 
1982 vable 16) appears at first to be quite sizable. The probability of 0.75, 
however, indicates that the two correlation sets are actually indistinguishable. 
Consequently, the large apparent increase is not statistically signiticant. 

Tables 18 and 19 indicate once again that the behavior of the large 
non-index stocks is strikingly similar to that of the MMI stocks and smaller 
S&P 500 stocks. The exceptions occur in 1985 and 1986, when the correlations 
are statistically indistinguishable from each other. 
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TABLE 18 

Transition Matrix of the Percentage Changes 
in Average Correlation Coefficients 

of the Iat-gest Non-index Stocks and $-values 
of the Box-F Statistics for Equality Tests 

of Correlation Matrices 

Note: Each matrix element contains the percentage change in the average correlation and the associated 
@-value in parentheses for the BoxF statistic corresponding to that particular year-by-year comparison. 
Tests that produce significant evidence of differences at the 5 percent level are identified by boldface type. 
Data for 1987 ends on October 9,1987 (prior to the market crash). 

The smaller non-index stocks provide the most interesting result. Al- 
though their covariability appears to strengthen over the 1983-87 period (see 
the bottom of Table 14), this was not, in fact, the case. The probability values 
in Table 19 indicate that only the 1985 period was consistently different from 
prior years. In other words, smaller non-index stocks' correlations were 
surprisingly quite stable over the entire period. 

Our yearly analysis, therefore, finds that almost all stocks tended to 
possess higher covariation in the post-futures period. Their comovement 
apparently increased consistently through 1987. The only exception is non- 
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Transition Matrix of the Percentage Changes 
in Average Correlation Coefficients 

of the Smaller Non-index Stocks and $-values 
of the Box-F Statistics for Equality Tests of 

Correlation Matrices 

Note: Each matrix element contains the percentage change in the average correlation and the associated 
p-value in parentheses for the Box-F statistic corresponding to that particular year-by-year comparison. 
Tests that produce significant evidence of differences at the 5 percent level are identified by boldface type. 
Data for 1987 ends on October 9,1987 (prior to the market crash). 

index stocks, whose average correlations appeared highest in 1987. The index 
stocks' correlations were higher only in 1982. Moreover, the 1986 and 1987 
average correlations were statistically different from those of prior years but 
were not different from each other. This, however, was not the case for the 
smaller non-index stocks. Rather, these stocks' interrelation was found to be 
relatively unchanged, except in 1985. 

This evidence corroborates the hypothesis that index stocks experienced 
a greater degree of covariability following the introduction of index futures and 
options. Moreover, their high covariability in 1987 contributed dispropor- 
tionately to the elevated level of comovement in the post-futures period. Two 
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possible explanations may be offered. First, because of their size, non-index 
stocks tend to be included in core portfolios that are subject to program trading 
activities. Second, interest-rate-sensitive stocks are overrepresented in the 
sample: Given that the stock market's strength from mid-1984 to 1986 was 
largely interest-rate driven, their higher degree of comovement may simply 
reflect this period's large drop in interest rates.' 

Comparisons of High- and Low-Intensity 
Program Trading Days 
The unusual shift in the index stocks' average correlations requires further 
analysis. Returns in 1987 were dichotomized into high- and low-intensity 
program trading days to permit closer examination of the influence of program 
trading. An index of program trading intensity and daily measurements of this 
index are adopted from Grossman (1988). This index is defined as "the total 
number of program orders (purchases plus sales, measured in shares) as a 
percentage of total NYSE orders."3r4 As part of the Brady Commission (the 
Presidential Task Force on Market Mechanisms), Grossman and the NYSE 
estimated the index, or percentage, values on .a daily basis from January 2 

'~arlier, we noted that this sample comprises primarily utilities and financials. 

3~ second definition of program trading intensity used by Grossman is the number of 
program orders (in shares) as a percentage of designated order turnaround (DOT) orders (in 
shares) for the day. We chose the first definition for this study because some program trades 
do not use the DOT system, and, hence, the second definition is not as encompassing a measure 
of program tradig activity, although we suspect that the two index definitions are highly related. 
In fact, even these two measures are somewhat deficient in that program trades also occur 
off-exchange in the over-the-counter market or overseas (such as on the London Stock Ex- 
change) and, thus, do not appear in the NYSE's compiled statistics on program trading volume. 
For instance, more than 400 institutions trade through two offexchange electronic systems- 
the Jefferies & Co. Posit system, which specializes in third-market stock trading, and Crossing 
Network, run by the Instinet subsidiary of Reuters Holdings PLC. Program trading done 
through these two systems, however, may not have much time impact on systematic risk and 
individual stocks' covariability, because the Posit system usually executes its orders during the 
slow midday period, whereas the Crossing Network operates after trading hours on the NYSE. 

4~ecently in Weiss (1989), this definition was called into question because it inflates by 100 
percent the actual rate of program trading. To be consistent with formulas for other forms of 
trading, purchases and sale orders should be divided by twice the total NYSE orders. This has 
no effect, however, on how we identify high- versus low-intensity program trading days. 
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through October 30,1987. For our study, we define a high-intensity program 
trading day as one in which program trading accounted for 4 percent or more 
of totalvolume. Of the 211 trading days in the January-October period, 87 were 
high-intensity days; the remaining 124 days were low-intensity days. The 
median high-intensity index value was 5.18 percent, with the high-intensity 
index ranging from 4.07 percent (Tune 1) to 18.94 percent (Tune 19). For the 
low-intensity days, the median indexvalue was 2.75 percent. Its smallest value 
was 0.86 percent (March 10). 

Table 20 summarizes average correlations by program-trading-intensity 
day and for all trading days. The individual stocks' average correlations are 
given in the Appendix as Tables A-6 to A-10. The first two columns of Table 
20 indicate that stocks' average correlations are generally greater on high- 
intensity trading days than on low-intensity trading days. The smaller non- 
index stocks' correlations are an exception; they were higher on low-intensity 
trading days. Regardless of type of day, the MMI stocks' average correlations 
are the highest (the first three columns). All average correlations decrease as 
one reads down the first three columns. The larger non-index stocks' correla- 
tions are consistently higher than those of the smaller S&P 500 stocks. 
Columns 4 and 5 indicate that the relative difference between the correlations 
on high- and low-intensity days decreases from the MMI to the smaller 

Stock Sample 

TABLE 20 

Summary of Average Correlations for the 
Five Stock Samples 

Over High- and Low-Intensity Program 
Trading Days during 1987 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
All Relative 

High- Low- Trading Differences Number 
Intensity Intensity Days ( I )  + (2) Lerger 

MMI stocks 0.569 0.343 0.411 1.659 20 
Largest non-MMI stocks 

in the S8rP 500 0.481 0.322 0.364 1.494 19 
Smaller index stocks 

in the S&P 500 0.275 0.193 0.219 1.425 17 
Largest non-index stocks 0.289 0.234 0.247 1.235 17 
Smaller non-index stocks 0.148 0.177 0.169 0.836 7 
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non-index stocks. The number of stocks with higher correlations on high-in- 
tensity days decreases as well. 

Finally, except for those of the smaller non-index stocks, the probability 
values indicate that the covariability among the stocks in each sample is 
di£€erent when the trading days are divided by degree of program trading 
intensity. These results provide the strongest evidence that program trading 
increased index stocks' covariability. In general, larger non-index stocks also 
experienced a higher degree of comovement on high-intensity days. The 
relative difference between their correlations on high- and low-intensity days 
is less than that for the index stocks. The smaller non-index stocks behaved 
oppositely from the other stocks. Their average correlations were lower 
(higher) on high- (low-) intensity program trading days. 
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4. Implications For Investment 
Analysis 

Because investment strategies depend on securities' return correlations, the 
impact of derivative asset trading on stock behavior has a number of implica- 
tions for investment analysis. At least five segments of investment analysis 
may be affected. 

Security analysis 
A stock with relatively high nonsystematic risk relative to its systematic 

risk will generate returns that deviate more from movements in the overall 
market because it responds more to firm-specitic news that does not affect 
other stocks. Such stocks are inherently diicult to analyze and require close 
monitoring. Accordingly, they provide analysts with opportunities to make a 
valuable contribution by applying their special expertise and knowledge. 

Conversely, stocks with high systematic risk are more sensitive to macro- 
economic events. Stocks with high market sensitivity afford fewer surprises. 
There is less payoff to devoting research resources to them. Similarly, stocks 
that are actively traded as part of basket trading may exhibit such a high degree 
of correlation with the market and among themselves that, once again, the 
expected payoff to analyzing and monitoring them would be greatly dimin- 
ished. 

Beta forecasts 
Analysts are also concerned with developing forecasts of a security's risk 

as measured by beta. Usually, beta estimates are made using the statistical 
technique of regression analysis. This technique is very sensitive to the time 
interval and measurement period selected for estimation. If the hypothesized 
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impact of program trading is present, then the proper period over which to 
estimate betas and the time interval for observing data are now more important 
than ever. 

Similarly, various adjustment techniques used to reduce measurement 
errors, bias, or inefficiencies in beta predictions may also be aflected. For 
example, Bayesian adjustments are used to reduce bias by combining a 
security's estimated beta with the average historical beta for its industry.' If 
basket trading affects systematic risk, even these adjustments must be 
scrutinized and used with caution. 

Conversely, one might argue that if program trading has significantly 
increased index stocks' systematic risk, beta estimation may improve, pro- 
vided that the historical period and interval are carefully chosen. That is, the 
total error in the estimate may be caused by largely random events. These 
events should be dissipated under the hypothesized increase (decrease) in 
systematic (nonsystematic) price behavior. Nevertheless, the problem of 
generating an accurate forecast of the level of beta still remains. This problem 
is especially important because it takes more securities to control beta meas- 
urement errors than to control unsystematic risk in terms of their impact on 
portfolios. 

Portfolio analysis and selection 
Analysts also use various statistical techniques such as discriminant 

analysis and factor models to forecast the correlation-covariance structure 
among securities to simplify the portfolio analysis and selection problem.2 
These techniques require an assumption about the underlying stability of 
correlations among stocks. If the correlations change dramatically, the 
models become suspect unless adjusted for the changes. 

Similarly, the success of homogeneous grouping and sector or industry 
rotation strategies also depends on the underlying correlationcovariance 
structure across sectors or industries as well as within them3 For instance, a 
homogeneous group strategy, wherein larger, institutional-quality stocks are 

 or example, see Blume (1975), Klemkoslq and Martin (1975), and Vasicek (1973). 

2 ~ o r  example, see Elton and Gruber (1973), Elton, Gruber, and Padberg (1976), and Elton, 
Gruber, and Urich (1978). 

3 ~ o r  example, see Farrell(1974) and Sorenson and Burke (1986). 
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categorized as growth, cyclical, stable, or energy-related, relies on an expected 
pattern of correlation among the sectors. Homogeneously grouped stocks are 
expected to be positively and highly correlated within their group and less 
highly correlated with other groups. Moreover, the groups themselves are 
not expected to be highly correlated. The success of sector rotation depends 
on this lack of correlation. If the average correlations increase, stock returns 
tend to homogenize, and this may be reflected in stocks' systematic risk. Thus, 
the introduction of program trading may have disrupted the tendency of these 
groups to move out of phase with one another, and index-stock returns may 
no longer move in concert with the same group or industry classifications. 

Equity diversification 
Portfolio optimization controls portfolio risk and expected return by effi- 

cient diversification. The objective is to minimize risk, given expected returns, 
or to maximize expected returns, given risk. Total portfolio risk is reduced by 
combining securities whose nonsystematic risks are not highly correlated. 
The potential for effective diversification depends on the correlations among 
securities' returns. If the correlations among index stocks have increased, 
their potential diversification benefits have been reduced, perhaps significant- 
ly. This result has at least two implications. First, the traditional strategy of 
diversang across industries to reduce systematic risk needs to be amended 
for index stocks. Second, the universe of stocks considered by institutional 
investors needs to be widened, because the traditional set may no longer be 
sufficient to eliminate nonsystematic risk with a reasonable number of 
securities. 

Asset allocation 
Most strategic asset allocation models explicitly or implicitly rely on 

estimates of the variances and correlations of different asset c la~ses .~  These 
estimates are usually computed by using historical data, although a risk 
premium approach may sometimes be used. Those models that use scenario 
or simulation analysis often assume that risks and correlations remain con- 
stant over the forecast period, which may extend as far as three to five years 
into the future. If program trading has altered the systematic risk of institu- 

4 ~ o r  example, see Fong (1980), Fouse (1987), and Sharpe (1987). 
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tionally traded stocks, historically based values will no longer reflect the new 
market dynamics. 

Add to these implications such recently developed market basket products 
as the NYSE's Exchange Stock Portfolios and the CBOE's Market Basket 

and it is possible that the impact of program trading on systematic 
price behavior may be growing.6 

'!+e Rubinstein (1989) for a discussion of alternative market basket securities. 

'~rogram trading has emigrated to stock markets in London and Tokyo. London has 
instituted two derivative instruments-the Financial Times-Stock Exchange futures contract, 
traded on the London International Financial Futures Exchange, and the ET-SE index option 
contract, traded on the London Stock Exchange's Traded Options Market. Although small 
compared to the U.S. derivative asset markets, both contracts have grown since the 1987 global 
market crash. Program trading has taken off in Japan since the 1988 introduction of stock index 
futures trading on the Tokyo and Osaka stock exchanges. Not surprisingly, program trading 
has been faulted for recent volatility in the Nikkei 225 stock index. 



5. Conclusions 

This research has attempted to determine whether the advent of index htures 
and options trading in 1982 may have had another possible, but more subtle, 
impact on cash market prices. The study's primary hypothesis is that the 
systematic relationship of the Major Market Index WMI) , the S&P 500 Index, 
and five samples of 20 stocks each increased in the post-futures period. We 
further hypothesized that this phenomenon results from investment strategies 
that involve the simultaneous buying and selling of baskets of stocks. We 
conjectured that such synchronous trading may lead to a higher degree of 
comovement among index stocks' prices. 

The empirical evidence supports a sizable and statistically significant 
increase in percentage systematic risk for the MMI and larger index stocks, 
but not for smaller index stocks. Larger (but not smaller) non-index stocks 
also experienced an increase in percentage systematic risk. This suggests that 
synchronized basket trading may primarily affect larger stocks contained in 
such market indexes as the MMI or the S&P 500. A possible explanation for 
this result is that such stocks are usually integral components of program 
trades, whereas smaller stocks are not. 

More important, we found that, on average, there is a significant increase 
in covariability among larger index and non-index stocks' returns in the 
post-futures period compared to their historical (pre-futures) relationship. 
The increase in correlations was not evident in smaller index or non-index 
stocks. The yearly pattern in stocks' average correlations tended to mimic the 
overall trend in index trading; for example, they escalated rapidly from 1985 
through 1987. The larger non-index stocks were an exception. 
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Because it reached a high-water mark in 1987, we examined program 
trading in this year more closely by categorizing the trading days as high or 
low program trading intensity. An even more dramatic increase in correlations 
was found for high-intensity program trading days. Moreover, a clear, positive 
relation existed between firm size and the relative difference between correla- 
tions on high- and low-intensity days. 

On the one hand, these results are consistent with the notion that the 
introduction of index futures and options trading increased the degree of 
comovement among index stocks. On the other hand, size may account for 
the higher covariability among larger non-index stocks, because their size 
alone makes them candidates for core portfolios that are subject to program 
trading. Another reason may be that most of these stocks are interest-rate 
sensitive. Their return performance may have been uniformly affected by the 
large decrease in interest rates during the post-futures periods. 

Our results lend credibility to the disturbing conclusion that a significant 
portion of index stocks' returns may now be determined more by momentum 
(short-term) rather than value-based (long-term) trading strategies. In this 
scenario, returns bear little relation to fundamental fim valuation factors and, 
in the extreme, become homogenized as stocks are traded more like com- 
modities. In other words, program traders "don't even care what the names 
of the stocks are-[stocks] are just numbers" to them.' Although this is not 
necessarily our opinion, our results suggest that there is merit to this con- 
troversial viewpoint. 

All studies are subject to the same cautionary note: More remains to be 
done. This is true of our research as well. Five provisos are needed to place 
our study in proper perspective. First, our results and conclusions are prelimi- 
nary until additional market data become available, especially with the resur- 
gence in program trading since 1987. Although the analysis of more data is 
not always better, it is likely to be so in a study of this sort. 

Second, the approach adopted in this research measures the degree of 
association and not causality between program trading and price movements. 
A more refined methodology might measure changes in index and non-index 
stocks' responsiveness to macroeconomic events, such as unexpected infla- 

lu~nvestors Get Less Heartburn, but Still Need Antacids," Wall StreetJoumal Udy 6,1989). 
p. C1. 
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tion and the spread between long- and short-term interest rates. Another tack 
would be to measure changes in the relation of each stock's fundamental 
characteristics, such as earnings growth and debt usage, to its systematic risk 
before and after the introduction of index futures and options. If program 
trading affects systematic behavior, larger index stocks' responsiveness to 
macroeconomic factors will increase, and their responsiveness to fundamental 
factors will decrease. 

Third, the observed increase in covariation may result simply from greater 
liquidity or trading volume in the post-futures period. In turn, this may 
mitigate the effect of such market frictions as nonsynchronous trading and 
other price-adjustment delay factors that may bias downward the early years' 
correlations. 

Fourth, many firms underwent major restructuring, leveraging, product- 
line expansion, and external acquisition programs during the 198@87 study 
period. For instance, the breakup of AT&T (1984), USX's acquisition of 
Marathon Oil (1982) and Texas Oil & Gas (1986), and GM's purchase of EDS 
(1984) and Hughes Aircraft (1985) have had profound effects on these firms' 
operating and financial characteristics. Are these the same companies today 
as in the pre-futures period? Such changes require us to be cautious in 
interpreting comparisons between the pre- and post-futures periods. 

Fifth, a fundamental change also may have occurred in the market indexes 
themselves. In recent years, Standard & Poor's has tended to substitute 
low-yield, high price-to-book growth stocks for low-growth, cyclical stocks in 
their broad market index. These substitutions may have changed the charac- 
ter of the index and altered historic norms. 
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TABLE A- 1 

Transition Matrix of Average Correlation Coefficients 
of the MMI Stocks by Calendar Years 

Company 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

American Express 
AT&T* 
Chevron 
Coca-Cola 
Dow Chemical 
DuPont 
Eastman Kodak 
Emon 
General Electric 
General Motors 
IBM 
International Paper 
Johnson &Johnson 
Merck & Co. 
Minn. Mining & Mfg. 
Mobil 
Philip Morris 
Proctor & Gamble 
Sears 
usx 
* AT&T, which resulted from a court-ordered breakup of the Bell System, received about 23 percent of 

the former company's assets. Therefore, post-divestiture data after 1983 are not comparable to the 
predivestiture data. 
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TABLE A-2 

Transition Matrix of Average Correlation Coefficients 
for the Largest Non-MMI Stocks 

in the S&P 500 Index 
by Calendar Years 

Company 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Abbott Labs 
American Home Prod. 
Amoco 
Atlantic-Richfield 
Boeing 
Bristol-Myers 
Digital Equipment 
Dun & Bradstreet 
Ford Motor 
GTE 
Hewlett Packard 
Lilly (Eli) 
McDonald's 
PepsiCo 
Ptizer 
NR-Nabisco 
Royal Dutch Petroleum 
Texaco 
Wal-Mart 
Westinghouse 
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TABLE A-3 

Transition Matrix of Average Correlation Coefficients 
for the Smaller S&P 500 Index Stocks 

by Calendar Years 

Company 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Ahmanson, H.F 0.200 0.124 0.258 0.170 0.289 0.137 
Amax 0.183 0.118 0.319 0.193 0.170 0.122 
Armstrong World Indus. 0.189 0.160 0.220 0.164 0.225 0.180 
Bethlehem Steel 0.206 0.191 0.285 0.215 0.290 0.156 
Black & Decker 0.246 0.140 0.202 0.130 0.262 0.121 
Brown-FormanDistillers 0.138 0.072 0.200 0.088 0.083 0.060 
Coastal Corp. 0.258 0.110 0.285 0.136 0.059 0.068 
CornbustionEngineering 0.227 0.166 0.238 0.159 0.171 0.121 
Consol.Freightways 0.120 0.075 0.210 0.137 0.174 0.166 
Data General 0.254 0.183 0.284 0.147 0.249 0.161 
E. G. & G. 0.239 0.200 0.240 0.207 0.226 0.126 
FirestoneTire/Rubber 0.148 0.171 0.225 0.171 0.186 0.132 
Great Northern Nekoosa 0.239 0.194 0.204 0.100 0.198 0.121 
GreatWesternFinancial 0.207 0.193 0.287 0.190 0.284 0.166 
Hanis Corp. 0.256 0.158 0.245 0.214 0.176 0.158 
INTERCO, Inc. 0.179 0.120 0.213 0.154 0.153 0.105 
Louisiana Land & Expl. 0.221 0.191 0.240 0.166 0.182 0.098 
OwensCorning-Fiberglas 0.183 0.157 0.251 0.198 0.247 0.216 
Polaroid 0.201 0.168 0.247 0.156 0.227 0.134 
Williams Cos. 0.219 0.150 0.222 0.140 0.175 0.070 



TABLE A-4 

Transition Matrix of Average Correlation Coefficients 
for the Largest Non-index Stocks 

by Calendar Years 

Company 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Affiliated Publications 0.102 0.046 0.024 0.046 
Allegheny Power System 0.232 0.168 0.184 0.154 
Ashland Oil 0.176 0.059 0.121 0.107 
Carolina P&L 0.220 0.184 0.237 0.106 
Centel Corp. 0.203 0.153 0.152 0.102 
Contel Corp. 0.239 0.141 0.221 0.131 
First Fidelity Bancorp 0.109 0.121 0.156 0.106 
FNMA 0.202 0.198 0.264 0.176 
General Public Utilities 0.067 0.077 0.137 0.074 
h w s  Corp. 0.216 0.161 0.198 0.133 
Marion Labs 0.085 0.092 0.125 0.171 
Northeast Utilities 0.161 0.138 0.179 0.123 
Pacific Corp. 0.167 0.192 0.219 0.115 
Pennsylvania P&L 0.239 0.143 0.156 0.175 
Pinnacle West Capital 0.225 0.167 0.181 0.139 
Potomac Electric Power 0.219 0.184 0.194 0.128 
San Diego Gas & Electric 0.152 0.147 0.160 0.149 
Security Pacific 0.215 0.138 0.196 0.104 
Union Electric 0.140 0.120 0.151 0.123 
Washington Post 0.068 0.064 0.179 0.090 
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TABLE A-5 

Transition Matrix of Average Correlation Coefficients 
for Smaller Non-index Stocks 

by Calendar Years 

Company 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Alco Standard 
Ames Dept. Stores 
Analog Devices 
Arkla Inc. 
Boston Edison 
Central Illinois P.S. 
Delmar P&L 
Harsco Corp. 
Idaho Power 
IPALCO Enterprises 
Irving Bank 
Kansas City P&L 
Kansas P&L 
Murphy Oil 
Olin Corp. 
Premier Industrial 
Rochester Gas & Elec. 
Rorer Group 
Staley Continental 
Telex Corp. 



TABLE A-6 

Average Correlation Coefficients for the 
MMI Stocks over High- and Law-Intensity 

Program Trading Days during 1987 

Company High-latensity Daysa Low-Intensity Days All Trading Days 

American Express 
~rnerican T&? 
Chevron 
Coca-Cola 
Dow Chemical 
DuPont 
Eastman Kodak 
Exxon 
General Electric 
General Motors 
IBM 
International Paper 
Johnson &Johnson 
Merck & Co. 
Minn. Miming & Mfg. 
Mobil 
Philip Monis 
Proctor & Gamble 
Sears 
usx 

Averages 0.569 0.343 0.411 

a High-intensity days are defined as those trading days in which program trading volume in shares was 
equal to or greater than 4 percent of the total New York Stock Exchange volume in shares; all other 
days are defined as low-intensity days. 
AT&T, which resulted from a court-ordered breakup of the Bell System, received about 23 percent of 
the former company's assets. Therefore, post-divestiture data after 1983 are not comparable to the 
predivestiture data 
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TABLE A-7 

Average Correlation Coefficients for the 
Largest Non-MMI Stocks in the S&P 500 Index over 

High- and Low-Intensity Program Trading Days during 1987 

Company High-Intensity Days * hw-lntensity Days All Trading Days 

Abbott Labs 0.523 
American Home Products 0.548 
Amoco 0.523 
Atlantic-Richfield 0.529 
Boeing 0.313 
Bristol-Myers 0.553 
Digital Equipment 0.527 
Dun & Bradstreet 0.555 
Ford Motor 0.500 
GTE 0.473 
Hewlett Packard 0.461 
Lilly (Eli) 0.534 
McDonald's 0.557 
PepsiCo 0.461 
Pfuer 0.502 
IUR-Nabisco 0.511 
Royal Dutch Petroleum 0.180 
Texaco 0.222 
Wal-Mart 0.567 
Westinghouse 0.579 

Averages 0.481 0.322 0.364 

High-intensity days are defined as those trading days in which program trading volume in shares was 
equal to or greater than 4 percent of the total New York Stock Exchange volume in shares; all other 
days are defined as low-intensity days. 
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TABLE A-8 

Average Correlation Coefficients for 
Smaller Index Stocks in the S&P 500 Index over 

High- and Low-Intensity Program Trading Days during 1987 

Company High-Intensity Days + Low-Intensity Days All Trading Days 

Ahmanson, H.F. 
Arnax Inc. 
Armstrong World Indus. 
Bethlehem Steel 
Black & Decker 
Brown-Forman Distillers 
Coastal Corp. 
Combustion Engineering 
Consolidated Freightways 
Data General 
E.G. & G 
Firestone Tire & Rubber 
Great Northern Nekoosa 
Great Western Financial 
Harris Corp. 
INTERCO, Inc. 
Louisiana Land & Expl. 
OwensCorning-Fiberglas 
Polaroid 
Williams Cos. 

Averages 0.275 0.193 0.219 

* Hiih-intensity days are detined as those trading days in which program tradingvolume in shares was 
equal to or greater than 4 percent of the total New York Stock Exchange volume in shares; all other 
days are defined as low-intensity days. 
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TABLE A-9 

Average Correlation Coefficients for the 
w e s t  Non-index Stocks over High- and Low-Intensity 

Program Trading Days during 1987 

Company High-Intensity Days * Low-Intensity Days All Trading Days 

Mliated Publications 
Allegheny Power System 
Ashland Oil 
Carolina P&L 
Centel Corp. 
Contel Corp. 
First Fidelity Bancorp 
FNMA 
General Public Utilities 
Loews Corp. 
Marion Labs 
Northeast Utilities 
Pacific Corp. 
Pennsylvania P&L 
Pinnacle West Capital 
Potomac Electric Power 
San Diego Gas & Electric 
Security Pacific 
Union Electric 
Washington Post 

Averages 0.289 0.234 0.247 

* High-intensity days are defined as those trading days in which program h d i n g  volume in shares was 
equal to or greater than 4 percent of the total New York Stock Exchange volume in shares; all other 
days are defined as low-intensity days. 
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Average Correlation Coefficients for Smaller Non-index Stocks 
over High- and Low-Intensity Program 

Trading Days during 1987 

Company High-Intensity Days * Low-Intensity Days All Trading Days 

Alco Standard 0.019 
Arnes Dept. Stores 0.145 
Analog Devices 0.123 
Arkla Inc. 0.199 
Boston Edison 0.141 
Central Illinois P.S. 0.228 
Delmar P&L 0.169 
Harsco Corp. 0.168 
Idaho Power 0.155 
IPALCO Enterprises 0.217 
Irving Bank 0.198 
Kansas City P&L 0.201 
Kansas P&L 0.125 
Murphy Oil 0.236 
Olin Carp. 0.113 
Premier Industrial 0.095 
Rochester Gas & Electric 0.081 
Rorer Group 0.170 
Staley Continental 0.178 
Telex Corp. 0.007 

Averages 0.148 0.177 0.169 

* High-intensity days are defined as those trading days in which program trading volume in shares was 
equal to or greater than 4 percent of the total New York Stock Exchange volume in shares; all other 
days are defined as low-intensity days. 
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